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Environmental security is one of the fundamental requirements of our well being. However, it still
remains a major global challenge. Therefore, in addition to reducing and/or eliminating the amounts of
toxic discharges into the environment, there is need to develop techniques that can detect and monitor
these environmental pollutants in a sensitive and selective manner to enable effective remediation.
Because of their integrated nature, biosensors are ideal for environmental monitoring and detection as
they can be portable and provide selective and sensitive rapid responses in real time. In this review we
discuss the main concepts behind the development of biosensors that have most relevant applications in
the field of environmental monitoring and detection. We also review and document recent trends and
challenges in biosensor research and development particularly in the detection of species of
environmental significance such as organophosphate nerve agents, heavy metals, organic
contaminants, pathogenic microorganisms and their toxins. Special focus will be given to the trends
that have the most promising applications in environmental security. We conclude by highlighting the
directions towards which future biosensors research in environmental security sector might proceed.

Introduction
The detection and monitoring of environmental pollutants in
soil, water and air is very important in the overall safety and
security of humans, other animals and plants. While highly
sensitive and selective, traditional chromatography and spec-
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troscopy analytical techniques are time consuming, expensive
and require a lot of expertise. Therefore, there is need for simple,
rapid, specific, sensitive and portable methods for analyzing
environmental security threats.
A biosensor is an integrated device that consists of a biological
recognition species in direct contact with a transduction element.
Therefore, biosensors can be categorized according to the
biological recognition element (immuno, enzymatic, DNA and
whole-cell biosensors) or the signal transduction method
(optical, mass-based, electrochemical, and thermal biosensors
(Fig. 1)). Whatever the category, a biosensor simply combines
a biological recognition element with a suitable transduction
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Fig. 1 Classification of biosensors.

method such that a meaningful signal can be realized when
binding or some reaction occurs between that element with
a target species. Because of their integrated nature, biosensors
are ideal for environmental monitoring and detection as they can
be portable and can provide rapid responses in real time.
Additionally, the presence of the biological element within the
biosensor system ensure extremely specific and highly sensitive
responses. These factors make biosensors very attractive
compared to contemporary chromatographic, spectroscopic
techniques and bioassays in environmental sensing and
detection.
Enzymes were among the first recognition elements to be
incorporated into biosensors.1 By acting as biocatalytic elements,
enzymes enable the detection of analytes in various ways. Since
enzymatic reaction are accompanied by the consumption or
production of species such as CO2, NH3, H2O2, H+ or O2 various
transducers easily detect and correlate this species to the
substrates. Another way that enzymes can assist in detection is
when substrates activate2–4 or inhibit5,6 enzyme or protein
activity. The inhibition or activation is correlated to the substrate
concentration. Some metals ions are good candidates for enzyme
activation as those ions are required by enzyme sites in order to
become active catalytically. On the other hand, enzyme inhibitors can also be measured by how much they decrease enzyme
activity. A major advantage of enzyme-based biosensors is the
ability, in some cases, to modify catalytic properties or substrate
specificity by genetic engineering. The major limitation is the lack
of specificity in differentiating among compounds of similar
classes.
Immunosensors are inherently more versatile than enzymebased biosensors because antibodies are more selective and
specific. Affinity constants between the antibody and antigen are
usually of the order of 108 M1 and can be as high as 1015 M1
which is significantly higher than for other biomolecules such as
enzymes. Antibodies can be generated to bind to a wide range of
compounds. This selective binding between antibodies and the
704 | J. Environ. Monit., 2008, 10, 703–712

compounds forms the basis of the detection. The main
disadvantage of immunosensors is that antibodies have to be
developed and characterized for each compound.
DNA is also well suited for biosensing because the basepairing interactions between complementary sequences are both
specific and robust. Typically, a single-stranded oligonucleotide
probe is immobilized as a recognition material. Base-pairing
interactions between the immobilized probe and its complementary target are the genesis of the transduction signal.
Environmental monitoring has also benefited from different
modes of DNA recognition besides base-pairing hybridization
events. Unique interactions of an immobilized double-stranded
DNA with low molecular weight pollutants can be utilized for
detecting these substances. These interactions include (a) the
preferential accumulation of pollutants by the immobilized DNA
layer prior to electrochemical, optical and mass-based transduction, (b) changes in the intrinsic oxidation signal of the
nucleic acid coated electrode induced by the DNA-pollutant
binding and (c) detection of non-electroactive analytes via the
competitive binding and displacement of redox markers from the
surface bound DNA. Aptamers, single-stranded DNA, are
another type of biological recognition element that is rapidly
gaining popularity for detection of low and high molecular
weight environmental pollutants. These ssDNA recognition
molecules with binding affinity matching that of antibodies do
not require animals and can be easily selected using high through
put combinatorial techniques.
Whole-cell biosensors utilize bacteria, fungi, yeasts, animal or
plant cells as recognition elements by measuring their general
metabolic status. Many enzymes and co-factors that co-exist in
the cells give them the ability to consume and hence detect a large
number of chemicals. However, this may compromise their
selectivity. Whole cells can easily be manipulated and adapted to
consume and degrade new substrates.7–9 The flexibility of wholecell biosensors is perhaps best demonstrated by the Microtox
system. Microtox is a standardised toxicity test system which is
rapid, sensitive, and reproducible. The procedure employs the
bioluminescent marine bacterium (Vibrio fischeri) as the test
organism. The bacteria are exposed to a range of concentrations
of the material being tested. The reduction in luminescence
emitted from the bacteria is measured along with standard
solutions and control samples.
Biosensors have proved to be extremely reliable tools in
complementing and, in some cases, replacing existing analytical
methodologies in the detection and monitoring of an ever
increasing number of environmental contaminants. Indeed, the
past three decades have witnessed a tremendous amount of
activity in biosensor research and development. As a result,
many review articles have been published in recent years
discussing the role of biosensors in environmental analysis and
monitoring. Some of these reviews have been restricted to
enzyme based biosensors,5 whole-cell biosensors,10,11 surface
plasmon resonance biosensors,12,13 biosensors based on screen
printing technologies,14,15 biosensors for waterborne pathogens,16 endocrine disruptors17 or heavy metals.18,19 Additionally,
general reviews about biosensors for environmental analysis and
monitoring have been published.20–24 The aim of this review is to
document recent trends and challenges in biosensor research
within the last 5 years or so. Special attention will be directed to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008

the monitoring and detection of species of environmental
significance such as organophosphate nerve agents, heavy
metals, organic contaminants and pathogenic microorganisms.
Special focus will be given to the trends that have the most
promising applications in environmental security.

Biosensors for organophosphate nerve agents
Organophosphates (OPs) were developed during the early 19th
century, but their effects on insects, which are similar to their
effects on humans, were first discovered in 1932. Commercial
compounds usually summarized under organophosphates
comprise esters, amides or thiol derivatives of phosphoric,
phosphonic, thiophosphoric and thiophosphonic acids. About
one hundred active ingredients are or have been used in several
hundred products against pests. In addition, highly toxic
substances from this group have been developed as chemical
warfare agents (Tabun, Soman, Sarin, VX).25 OPs act by inhibiting the enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AChE) that is essential for
normal functioning of the nervous systems. AChE plays a key role
in cholinergic transmission by catalyzing the rapid hydrolysis of
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine into acetate and choline.26
The toxicity of OPs is due to their inhibition of AChE, resulting
in the build up of acetylcholine which interferes with muscular
responses. Signs and symptoms of OP poisoning include
lacrimation, hypersalivation, bronchial hypersecretion and
bronchoconstriction, urination and defecation, skeletal muscle
fasciculation and twitching, ataxia, respiratory failure, convulsions, hypothermia and eventually death. Death is normally due to
respiratory failure resulting from the combination of these effects.
While ELISA kits for a few OPs are commercially available,
enzyme biosensors are the most widely researched sensors for the

detection of OP compounds. Organophosphate hydrolase (OPH)
and acetycholinesterase (AChE) are the two enzymes that have
been widely applied in these enzyme biosensors for OP detection.
Biosensors based on acetylcholinesterase operate by inhibition of
the enzyme activity that can be measured by the detection of
specific products. (Scheme 1). Detection via amperometry can
either be done directly or by use of mediators to enhance electron
transfer processes. Thus, enzyme inhibition has been measured
via amperometric detection of thiocholine27–34 (produced by the
action of AChE on acetylthiocholine, Scheme 1b) or hydrogen
peroxide35–37 (produced by the oxidation of choline by choline
oxidase, Scheme 1c) or p-aminophenol38,39 (produced by hydrolysis of p-aminophenyl acetate by AChE, Scheme 1d). The use of
p-aminophenyl has some advantages over acetylcholine and
other choline substrates such as low applied potential that avoid
the interferences and use of mediators resulting in a simplified
protocol. Other acetylcholinesterase-based biosensors utilize
potentiometric transduction by measuring the increase in pH as
a result of acetic acid reduction40–42 (Scheme 1b). In general,
biosensors based on AChE inhibitions are very sensitive.
However, they harbor several drawbacks. Their selectivity is
limited since AChE is inhibited by neurotoxins other than OPs,
such as carbamates and heavy metals to different degrees.
Further, due to the irreversible nature of enzyme inhibition, they
cannot be reused without regeneration of enzyme activity by
reactivators such as pyridine 2-aldoxime (2-PAM).43 Additionally, devices based on AChE generally require time-consuming
multi-step protocols, are tedious and not suitable for real-time
monitoring.
OPH is an organophosphostriester hydrolyzing enzyme. It has
broad substrate specificity and is able to hydrolyze a number
of OP pesticides such as paraoxon, parathion, coumaphos,

Scheme 1 (a) Inhibition of AChE (b) hydrolysis of acetylthiocholine/acetylcholine (c) oxidation of choline (d) hydrolysis of p-aminophenyl acetate
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Scheme 2 (A) Reaction scheme of the OPH catalyzed hydrolysis of parathion, methyl parathion and paraoxon. (B) Electrochemical oxidation of
p-nitrophenol. Parathion: X ¼ S, R ¼ ethoxy; methyl parathion: X ¼ S, R ¼ methoxy; paraoxon: X ¼ O, R ¼ ethoxy

diazinon, methyl parathion44 etc., and chemical warfare agents
such as sarin and soman45 etc., The use of OPH is extremely
attractive for biosensing of OPs because they act as substrates for
the enzyme rather than inhibitors. OPH hydrolyses parathion,
paraoxon and methylparathion to p-nitrophenol (Scheme 2a)
which is both electroactive and chromophoric. Therefore, the
p-nitrophenol can be detected by electrochemical (Scheme 2b)
and optical methods and correlated to the amount of OP.
In general, our research group has mostly utilized electrochemical methods to detect p-nitrophenol (or its derivatives) and
amperometry has been the preferred electrochemical method of
choice.46–52 Potentiometry has also been used to detect OPs53–56
by measuring the protons released by the OPH catalyzed
cleavage of the P–O, P–F or P–S bonds. The pH changes have
been monitored by potentiometric transducers as a pH
electrode,53,54 or a field effect transistor57 and correlated to the
OP substrate concentration. Amperometry and potentiometry
techniques were combined to come up with dual amperometricpotentiometric biosensors to distinguish between p-nitrophenol
containing OPs such as parathion, methyl parathion and
paraoxon from others.58,59 The dual transduction biosensor
increased the information content and minimized false positives
and negatives.
OPH-modified carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were recently
utilized to facilitate the detection of V-type OP nerve agents.60
An OPH mutant with improved catalytic rate for P–S bond
hydrolysis was combined with CNT for the direct, sensitive,
selective and rapid amperometric detection of demeton-S and
other V-type OP nerve agent simulants (Fig. 2).60 The hydrolysis
of V-type nerve agents produced thiol containing products that
were detected amperometrically at the CNTs modified electrode.
We also fabricated a CNT-based conductance biosensor. The
CNTs were modified by OPH that hydrolyzed OPs causing
real-time detectable changes in conductance of the CNTs.61
Optical methods have also been utilized in the detection of
OPs. In this case, analysis is based on the relationship between
the amount of OP hydrolyzed and the amount of chromophoric
product formed as determined by absorbance measurements or
other optical methods. Using this technique, we have detected
paraoxon and parathion by correlating the amount of p-nitrophenol to the OPs.62,63 Coumaphos was similarly detected by
correlating the amount of chlorferon.62,63 A significant advantage
of optical biosensors over potentiometric biosensors in the
detection of OPs is that it is possible to use a higher ionic strength
706 | J. Environ. Monit., 2008, 10, 703–712

Fig. 2 Current-time traces of screen-printed electrodes modified with
OPH mutant (B) and with acid-purified CNT/OPH mutant (A) to 5, 10,
20, 40, and 80 mM demeton-S. Inset shows the response of the sensor at
1 mM demeton-S with (a) and without (b) CNT. Also shown is the
calibration curve for demeton-S. Measurement conditions: applied
potential 0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl, pH 7.4 phosphate buffer containing 0.1 M
KCl. Each point represents an average of three measurements, and the
error bars represent 1 SD.60

buffer in the analysis in the former technique. This allows the
enzyme to function at its maximum activity over the complete
duration of the procedure rather than just at the start. Further,
the use of ionic strength buffer eliminated the need to adjust the
sample pH to that of the analytical buffer.
Recently, microcantilevers (MCLs) have emerged as novel and
unique detection tool for biosensors. A biosensor based on an
OPH-modified microcantilever was recently reported.64 The
OPH-modified microcantilever responded to paraoxon, parathion and diisopropyl fluorophosphates at different bending
amplitude and bending rates with detection limits in the range of
107 M. The detection is most likely based on the bending as
a result of conformational changes of the OPH on interaction
with the substrate OPs.

Biosensors for other organic chemical contaminants
The persistence in the environment of many organic chemicals
like polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and many others is of great concern because
these contaminants may be accumulated through the food-chain
resulting in higher concentrations in humans and other animals.
PCBs have been associated with immunological abnormalities,
reproductive dysfunction, increased thyroid volume and liver
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008

and thyroid disorders.65 They also interfere with the endogenous
hormone systems and are referred to as endocrine-disrupting
chemicals (EDCs). EDCs also include compounds such as
bioaccumilative organochlorines, pesticides, industrial chemicals
and endogenous estrogens.
Enzyme-based biosensors have been used for the detection of
phenolic estrogens. The detection principle was based on the
ability of tyrosinase to catalyze the oxidation of the phenolic
estrogens to o-diphenol and o-quinone. Using this principle
tryosinase-carbon paste electrodes have been used for the
detection of phenol,66 catechol,66 bisphenol A,67 genistein,67
quercetin,67 nonylphenol,67 and diethylstilbestrol67 with detection
levels in the micromolar range.
The binding of natural estrogen receptors to EDCs has been
utilized to fabricate biosensors. A good example is the binding of
the human estrogen receptor to bisphenol A and genistein that
was recently monitored by impedance measurements.68
Optical,69,70 and amperometric71 biosensors based on estrogen
receptors have also been developed.
Immunosensors for PCBs were constructed by immobilizing
an anti-PCB antibody within a conducting polymer matrix. The
specific binding between PCB and the anti-PCB was monitored
electrochemically down to ng mL1 levels.72 DNA biosensors for
PCBs and aromatic amines have also been constructed. In this
case, the analytical signal is the reduction of the anodic peak of
guanine in the presence of increasing concentrations of the
organic compounds.73 Such lowering of the DNA intrinsic
response is attributed to changes in the accessibility of the
guanine moiety to the surface upon binding of the organic
contaminant to the double stranded DNA.
p-Nitrophenol (PNP), a carcinogen, mutagen and cyto- and
embryotoxic, is used in the manufacture of one of the most
popular analgesics (acetaminophen), pesticides and dyes. It has
been found in 113 of the 1416 National Priorities List sites
identified by the US Environmental Protection Agency and the
European Commission has set a limit of 0.1 ppb in drinking
water. To selectively, sensitively and rapidly detect this
compound in the field, we have utilized various bacteria to
construct whole-cell biosensors.74 Exploiting the ability of
Moraxella sp to specifically degrade PNP to hydroquinone,
a more electroactive compound than PNP, we constructed
a microbial biosensor for PNP. The electrochemical oxidation
current of hydroquinone was measured by a Moraxella sp
modified carbon paste electrode and correlated to the concentration of the p-nitrophenol. In another microbial biosensor, we
took advantage of the fact that Moraxella sp consumes oxygen to
oxidize p-nitrophenol to hydroquinone. Therefore, a change in
the oxygen concentration was measured by a Clark oxygen
electrode and correlated to p-nitrophenol.75 Similar biosensors
have been fabricated with Arthrobacter sp.76,77

Heavy metal biosensors
Toxic metals, including ‘‘heavy metals,’’ are individual metal ions
and metal compounds that negatively affect people’s health.
Some toxic, semi-metallic elements, including arsenic and
selenium, are also included in this group. In very small amounts,
some of these metals are necessary to support life. However, in
larger amounts, they become toxic. They may build up in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008

biological systems and become a significant health hazard.
Because of their intrinsically persistent nature, heavy metals are
major contributors to pollution of the biosphere and pose major
environmental security risks. Power industries, agricultural and
waste disposal activities are among the leading generators of
heavy metals. Many of these metals such as lead, mercury and
cadmium are ranked 2nd, 3rd and 8th, respectively, according to
the 2005 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) priority list of hazardous
substances in the United States. Therefore, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), the European
Commission and the United Nations have instituted very low
regulatory limits for such metals. Consequently, the ability to
detect and monitor these metals is crucial for our well-being.
Enzyme biosensors for detecting metal ions rely either on
enzyme inhibition or activation methods. In enzyme inhibition
methods, metal ions normally combine with thiol groups present
in the enzyme structures thus resulting in conformational
changes which affects catalytic activity. In this context, enzymes
such as horseradish peroxidase,78 alkaline phosphatase,79
oxidases,80–82 urease,83–88 L-cysteine desulfhydrolase89 and invertase90–92 have been utilized in the detection of various metals such
as arsenic, silver,88 mercury,2,78,81,83,88,93,94 cadmium,2,83,87,94 lead,88
copper,2,81,83,88,94 and zinc.2,88,94 However, lack of selectivity is the
major disadvantage of inhibition-based enzyme biosensors as
some enzymes are inhibited by several metals and even some
anions and pesticides. Some researchers have attempted to
alleviate this complication by the use of amino acids and peptide
biomimetic ligands as recognition elements.95–100 In some cases,
very impressive results with detection limits down to picomolar
levels have been realized with excellent selectivity.99 Most of these
levels are below the maximum contaminant levels in drinking
water allowed by the US EPA.101 Metal determination by enzyme
activation (rather than inhibition) is much more selective because
fewer metal ions can activate a particular enzyme. In this case,
enzymes are only activated by specific metal ion co-factors. For
example, Zn2+ is a necessary co-factor in the activity of alkaline
phosphatase (AP) and this fact was utilized in the determination
of zinc to 0.02 ppb level by the immobilization of apo-AP.3,4 This
low level of detection limit is very competitive compared to the
detection limits exhibited by conventional, capital-intensive
and less user-friendly instrumental techniques like graphite
furnace atomic absorption spectrometry (GF-AAS) and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Another
advantage of enzyme activation-based methods is that the
measurement is relative to a zero background signal, whereas in
the enzyme inhibition-based methods high background currents
make the detection of trace metals very challenging.
The discovery of catalytically active DNAs (DNA enzymes or
DNAzymes) has recently led to their use in metal biosensors.
DNAzymes that are highly specific for metal ions such as Pb(II),
Cu(II), and Zn(II) have been obtained through a combinatorial
biology approach called in vitro selection.102,103 Some researchers
have combined the use of a lead-specific DNAzyme with highly
sensitive fluorescence detection to determine lead.104–106 Additionally, DNAzyme-directed assembly of gold nanoparticles has
recently been utilized for the extremely sensitive and selective
detection of lead in paint.107 The biosensor consisted of
5’n-thio-modified 12-mer DNA attached to 13 nm diameter gold
J. Environ. Monit., 2008, 10, 703–712 | 707

Fig. 3 UV-vis extinction spectra of an active 17E DNAzymenanoparticle sensor (a) and an inactive 17Ec DNAzyme-nanoparticle
sensor (b) in the absence (light grey curve) or in the presence (dark grey
curve) of 5 mM Pb(II).107

nanoparticles, a DNAzyme, and its substrate. The sequence of
the substrate was designed so that it could hybridize specifically
to the thiolated DNA attached to the gold nanoparticles on each
end, while maintaining the DNAzyme recognition portion. These
hybridizations caused aggregation of gold nanoparticles and
resulted in a blue color. However, in the presence of Pb(II), the
DNAzyme catalyzes hydrolytic cleavage of the substrate and
prevents the formation of nanoparticle aggregates. A red color
appeared as a result (Fig. 3).
Whole cell-based heavy metal sensors exploit cells that can
survive in concentrated heavy metal environments. The
promoters from these heavy metal resistant bacteria have been
fused to various reporter genes such as lux, luc, gfp, and lac Z
that express bacterial luciferase, firefly luciferase, green fluorescent protein and b-gal, respectively, to construct highly sensitive
and selective bacterial biosensors. The presence of metal ion
causes expression of a reporter gene that gives a signal.108,109
Mercury,110–112 copper,110 lead,113 arsenite,114 cobalt,115 nickel,115
and cadmium110,113,116 are some of the metals that have been
detected in the nanomolar and even femtomolar levels using
bacteria-based biosensors. These detection limits are either
comparable to or lower than those exhibited by more conventional techniques like GF-AAS, ICP-MS and anodic stripping
voltammetry. In general, whole cell-based biosensors are very
robust and tolerant to assay conditions compared to enzymes.
Further, they are self replicating and most require only the
effector to elicit a response. Their limitations include maintenance of their environment with nutrients, oxygen etc., long
response and poor batch-to-batch variability between cultures.

Biosensors for microorganisms and their toxins
In recent years, biosensors have been part of technological
innovations that have resulted in more rapid, selective and
sensitive detection and identification of microorganisms, viruses
and their products. DNA biosensors for microorganism detection can be more specific than immunosensors and the sensitivity
can be improved by combination with polymerase chain reaction
708 | J. Environ. Monit., 2008, 10, 703–712

(PCR) methods.117,118 However, immunosensors are faster and
more robust than DNA based detection and can simultaneously
detect microorganisms and the toxins that they produce. For
example, a multianalyte fluorescence based array immunosensor
that was capable of simultaneously identifying bacteria, viruses
and toxin proteins was recently developed. Thus, Bacillus
globigii, MS2 bacteriopage and Staphylococcal enterotoxin were
detected at 105 colony forming units mL1, 107 plaque forming
units mL1 and 10 ng mL1, respectively.119 The same technology
was extended to detect six different biohazards including ricin,
cholera toxin, F. tularensis VLS, abortus, B. anthracis Sterne and
Staphylococcus enterotoxin B.120 (Fig. 4). Ebola virus was
recently detected by a conducting polymer-based immunosensor.121 The poly(pyrrole-benzophenone) film was deposited
upon an indium tin oxide (ITO) modified conductive surface
fiber-optic (Fig. 5). It was then linked to an Ebola virus Antigen
and tested with Ebola virus by use of a coupled chemiluminescent
reaction. The immunosensor was 24 times more sensitive
compared to ELISA.
Recently, a new DNA biosensor for the detection of 16S
rDNA, a 1500 base-pair DNA amplified from E. coli, was
demonstrated.122 This was done without any pre-treatment. A
DNA probe was immobilized on an air plasma-activated
fullerene-impregnated screen printed electrode. This resulted in
an improvement in the surface coverage of the immobilized
probe DNA enabling the detection of two base mismatches in
1500 base-pair DNA.
An electrochemical DNA biosensor for the detection of genes
related to Microcystis sp (a cyanobacteria) was fabricated by the
immobilization of a 17-mer DNA probe, which is complementary to a specific gene related to Microcystis sp.123 The DNA
probe was used to determine the amount of target gene in

Fig. 4 Simultaneous detection of six biohazardous agents on a single
sensing array. A NeutrAvidin-coated slide was patterned with columns of
six ‘capture’ antibodies (noted above image). Six samples containing
a single biohazardous analyte (indicated to the right of the image) were
assayed simultaneously as described using a fluorescent tracer cocktail for
detection. Concentrations of analytes were as follows: 200 ng mL1 ricin,
100 ng mL1 CT, 7.3  106 cfu mL1 F. tularensis LVS, 1.5  105 cfu mL1
killed B. abortus, 7.1  104 cfu mL1 B. anthracis Sterne strain, and 100 ng
mL1 SEB.120
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Fig. 5 The biosensor scheme describing the various steps involved in the
immunoassay using ITO–poly(pyrrole-benzophenone)-coated optical
fibers for the detection of anti-Ebola virus in sera samples.121

solution using methylene blue and ruthenium bipyridine as the
electrochemical indicators. The detection limit using this
approach was 90 pM. In addition, the biosensor was capable of
selectively discriminating against mismatches; a very desirable
condition for the detection of disease-related point-mutation in

guanine bases of the cyanobacteria. Quantitative detection of
genus Microcystis has been reported using competitive PCR
followed by sequence-specific labeling of oligonucleotide probes,
with a detection limit of 100 cells mL1.124 It is evident that the
biosensor allows the identification and quantification of a specific
gene that is related to Microcystis sp in a simpler and convenient
way without the need for cell culture and the PCR amplification
process. A biosensor for microcystins, non-ribosomal proteins
produced by Microcystis sp, that are considered very dangerous
hepatotoxins, was recently fabricated.125 The biosensor was
fabricated on the basis of the competitive binding between the
native microcystin and its fluorescent analog at immobilized
alkaline phosphatase enzymes.125 This biosensor detected
microcystin down to 15 ng L1 which is very much less than the
1 mg L1 maximum limit of microcystin allowed by the World
Health Organization Standards.126
Recently, nanomaterials have been utilized to lower the
detection limits in microorganism sensing using DNA biosensors.127 Nanoscale zinc oxide structures were used for the identification of the biothreat agent, Bacillus anthracis by successfully
discriminating its DNA sequence from other genetically related
species. (Fig. 6) The presence of the underlying zinc oxide
nanomaterials was critical in achieving increased fluorescence
detection of hybridized DNA and, therefore, accomplishing rapid
and extremely sensitive identification of the microorganism.

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustrations showing simultaneous synthesis and assembly of ZnO nanoplatforms consisting of (left) individual ZnO nanorods and
(right) periodically patterned ZnO nanostructures. (b) (Left) SEM image of a patterned ZnO platform with the stripe width and repeat spacing of 50 mm.
The inserted SEM image at the bottom left corner shows the lying-down arrangement of ZnO nanostructures inside the patterned stripes. (Right)
Confocal fluorescence image taken from the as-synthesized, striped, ZnO nanoplatform where no fluorescence emission was detected. (c) Detection
scheme to identify B. anthracis from B. cereus using ZnO nanoplatforms: PDMS chambers were used in order to carry out simultaneous hybridization
reactions on the same ZnO nanoplatform. The ZnO nanoplatform contained regularly patterned ZnO stripes with a repeat spacing of 20 mm.
Oligonucleotide probes of 50 -GTTACGGAAA GAACCA-30 (bce) and 50 -AGTGCGCGAGGAGCCT-30 (bas), were first introduced to the reaction
chambers 1 and 2, respectively. Subsequently, fluorescein modified basr strands were added to both chambers and allowed to form DNA duplex under
the same hybridization conditions. Confocal images taken from these samples showed clear fluorescence emission from chamber 2, in contrast to no
discernable fluorescence signal from chamber 1. The insets in the upper left corners of the confocal images are the corresponding bright field images
taken from each chamber after the duplex formation reaction. Distinctive fluorescence emission monitored from chamber 2 is due to DNA duplex
formation between fully complementary strands of bas and 50 -TCACGCGCTCCTCGGA-30 (basr), whereas the lack of duplex formation between
mismatching sequences of bce and basr led to no observable fluorescence in chamber 1. The striped patterns of fluorescence emission observed from
chamber 2 faithfully mimic the underlying geometry of the ZnO nanoplatform.127
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Conclusions and future perspectives
Environmental security needs technologies that are sensitive,
selective, affordable, user-friendly, portable and that consume
minimal power. While most environmental biosensors address
some of these requirements, further research is required to
address several drawbacks associated with some biosensors. For
example, some cannot be used directly in the field without
extensive sample preparation. Others are time consuming or
suffer from poor selectivity especially in complex matrices. Most
biosensors have shown excellent characteristics for synthetic
samples, but are not as effective at providing reliable information
in more complex matrices mainly due to interfering compounds
with similar characteristics. Further, biosensors have limited
lifetimes and cannot withstand harsh conditions because of the
sensitive nature of the biological material that are used in the
sensor design.128–130
Extensive research is currently underway to alleviate some of
these challenges. For example, advances in genetic engineering
have, and will continue to produce novel and more selective
bioreceptors that should improve the analytical performance of
these devices. A good case is the increase in inhibition sensitivity
by using genetically modified AChE in biosensors.131–134 Novel
gene fusions have resulted in more sensitive and versatile
reporters such as GFP.135 Particular attention should be given to
mismatch discrimination and signal amplification in DNA
biosensors. Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) has demonstrated
remarkable hybridization properties towards complementary
oligonucleotides and can be used as recognition elements in
PNA-based biosensors.136,137 On the same note, aptamers
(synthetic nucleic acids) are novel recognition elements that are
able to bind a wide range of target molecules with high affinity
and specificity in a manner similar to antibodies.138–140 Further,
molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are fast becoming an
important class of synthetic materials mimicking molecular
recognition by natural receptors.141 Finally, the current trend
towards miniaturization and the development of biosensors
based on microfluidic platforms142 should also enable the design
of integrated systems of arrays of enzymes, antibodies and
oligonucleotides that should enable the simultaneous detection
of multiple analytes.
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